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From the Editor ... Our Annual Reunion will be
held again this year at the Sportsmen's Lodge
Banquet Center in Studio City California on April
21, 2007. Festivities begin at 11:00 AM with a
hosted Cocktail Hour (and a half) followed by
luncheon with the Jerry Case Band providing the
musical background. Our new Chairman of the
Board, Hal Cope will have a few words to say after
which he will introduce our guest speaker.
We are honored this year to have Clay Lacy who
will do his presentation, which he calls "The Fun
I've Had". And wh~t
fun he's had.
He
learned to fly at age 12
and in 1952 at age 19
went to work for
United as a DC-3 copilot. He retired from
United 40 years later,
number
one
m
semonty as captain
flying 747's between Los Angeles and Hong Kong.
Along the way he spent some time with the U.S Air
Force and Air National Guard flying F-86's and
other military aircraft. He flew his purple P-51 for
many years in the Reno Air Races. Clay and Al
Paulson entered and flew a DC-4 in the 1970
Mojave 1000 Air Race and finished sixth against
fighter aircraft competition. Clay is well known
with the Hollywood crowd for his aerial
photography as well as some stunt flying. In 1964
he became associated with Bill Lear and was one of
the first pilots to receive a type rating in the Learjet
Model 23. He is currently the owner and operator
. of Clay Lacy Aviation an executive jet charter
company and FBO at Van Nuys Airport with a
branch in Seattle.
For out of town attendees a block of rooms at
special rates has been reserved right next door at the
Sportsmen's Lodge Hotel. If you wish to reserve
one of these rooms, please do so before March 23,
2007 by calling the hotel at (800) 821-8511 and

mentioning you will be attending the Aviation
Pioneers Reunion. As is usual, on the Friday
evening preceding the event there will be a no host
cocktail party in the Bar at the Sportsmen's Lodge
Hotel from 6:00 PM until 7:30 PM.
Enclosed with this issue is a Luncheon
Reservation Form for the Reunion that we request
you complete and return to us with your payment
for the luncheon no later than March 23. 2007. We
encourage you to bring wives, children or any other
guest you think might enjoy the festivities. Also
enclosed is a Membership Form for the 2007 /2008
year. Annual dues are $15 plus any donation you
care to give. The dues and donations help support
the organization and help subsidize the expenses of
the Annual Reunion. Even if you don't plan to
attend the Reunion, please do complete and send in
the membership form with your check. It is
sincerely appreciated.
Model 23 Lear Jet ... First flown in October, 1963,
the original Lear Jet Model 23 set the standard for
all business jets to follow. So successful, that the
name Lear Jet would become synonymous for
practically all of the sleek business aircraft genre

that would be produced from that point in time .
Conceived by the legendary Bill Lear, The Lear Jet
23 combined high performance, rakish good looks
and an aura of power to all that became associated
with it. Based in part from the Swiss P-16 FighterBomber, using essentially the same power plants as
the Air Force F-5 supersonic fighter, the Lear 23
had astonishing performance, a top speed of 564
MPH, with a range of 1,875 miles. With two pilots

and a full load of five passengers, it could climb to
40,000 feet in just over seven minutes. In one early
publicity flight, a Learjet made a round trip between
New York and Los Angeles in 11 hrs 35 min,
including refueling stops. But there was a downside
to the Lear 23 's fighter like performance: a fighter
like accident record. Lear's creation was a
demanding aircraft to fly , unforgiving of pilot
errors. Lear quickly recognized the problem, and in
1966 introduced a new model, the 24, with
improved low-speed handling qualities. The 25, 28,
and 29 Models followed. Their accident rates
improved, but were still higher than other corporate
jets'. Production of the 20 series came to an end in
1982. The Learjet name lives on in the 30, 50, and
60 series, which are larger, more efficient, and
safer. But they lack the original's eye-popping
performance. The passengers in back may prefer the
roomier later versions, but for a pilot who's up to
the task, there's still nothing like a Lear 23.
As told by Dick Neumann .. .THE MAINE FLYER
and Winning Hearts and Minds ... This is short story
about a forgotten chapter of
• World War II and of American
history, patriotism and of what
makes America and Americans
what we are, what we were and
why we were what we were! So
looking at the past I wonder why
-,,0..ri;_ - it is that today we seem to have
"""'~ lost that patriotic spark, interest
and enthusiasm of our not so long ago bygone
warrior history and past.
In 1940 and 1941 the United States began
shipping war material, mostly by convoy, first to
Britain and then to Russia under a program called
Lend Lease. The program was to cost the U.S.
taxpayers many billions of dollars as production
ramped up to produce war material for our allies
who needed it for their defense but were unable to
pay for it. By the time the U.S entered the war in
December 1941 the Treasury began promoting
massive sales of Savings Bonds, then called
. Defense Bonds and later War Bonds, to the public.
A $25 defense bond cost $18.75 and matured to $25
in 10 years. Hollywood stars led Defense and War
Bond drives to raise billions to feed the war effort.
Scrap metal drives liberated most American
kitchens of aluminum and steel cookware, hauled
off to metal collection points for war use. There
were shortages of iron, copper, steel and aluminum.
Dramatic economic and social changes took place

all across America at all levels of society in order to
supply the needs of a nation at war.
As the .hostilities erupted into WW2, US
'Even 8 little
mobilization of industry
canhelpalot-NOW" into a massive and very
!f··\ ·
effective war machine
f9 ·
had commenced. That
effort
sprouted
shipyards, and factories
manufacturing aircraft,
artillery pieces, tanks,
trucks, the famed Jeeps,
C-47's, B-17's and CefJJ{
54's to mention only a
RS.Wi\ll STAMPSIBOND§ few. Raw land was
quickly developed as operations were set in motion
for producing war materials by organizations such
as Kaiser Shipyards, Pullman Car Mfg., Douglas,
Lockheed and Martin Aircraft, Ford, General
Motors, Curtiss Wright, Consolidated Vultee,
Packard Motor Corp, Chrysler, Hudson, Brewster,
Republic and others.
President Roosevelt demanded from the War
Production Board that our manufacturing sector
increase aircraft production to provide America's
armed forces and its allies at least 50,000 aircraft
per year. Overnight large US manufacturing
facilities were turned into mass production of war
machines. Ford built the massive Willow Run plant
to produce thousands of B-24 bombers. FDR's
goals were achieved. So were mass dislocations of
the population and what had been a rather myopic
view of the outside world by the US public. A
small part of how victory was achieved is a story of
the Maine Flyer.
In doing their bit for the war effort, students at
Maine Township High School, DuPage County,
Illinois raised enough money selling savings bonds
through rallies, cake sales and door to door
solicitations to pay the costs of manufacturing an
aircraft which was then donated to the USAAF. On
a spring April day in 1945, with great ceremony and
the participation of the entire student body,
teachers, parents and school administration staff, a
C-54 aircraft was presented to the USAAF at Old
Orchard Airport (now known as Chicago's O'Hare
Airport). Over 750 people attended the elaborate
ceremony. The C-54 fuselage below the cockpit
window had "The Maine Flyer" painted in large
scroll letters 8 inches high. A bottle of spirits was
broken over the nose wheel door for a christening
ceremony. Local papers interviewed students and

teachers. Douglas Aircraft officials and military
brass and took many photographs of the event and
festivities. The High School Band played martial
music and the national anthem. The school was
awarded a large patriotic banner and a metal plaque
by the USAAF Commander to recognize their
efforts and great achievement.
It was the
culmination of over 2 years of hard work and effort
by the student body to raise the funds resulting in

individual efforts and successes of every day people
to pull together to support their country during a
dangerous and desperate period in our history. The
spirit though appearing dormant still exists within
many parts of this nation. It may not exist with our
political leadership but that is out fault for not
calling them to account. One cannot fault youth for
exuberance, enthusiasm, energy while lacking
interest in politics. It's been the norm. To turn them
on requires some leadership plus dedication to pull
America out of its current funk to again begin a new
rebirth.
Obituary ... We are advised of the passing of Roland
Ginsburg in January 2006. He was 86 years of age
and died peacefully in his sleep. He attended many
Aviation Pioneers Association functions, was an
avid reader and patron of the arts. He was an
attorney with the Law Firm of Keating and Older
for many years. He unsuccessfully argued the final
appeal before the U.S. Supreme Court in the matter
of the Civil Aeronautics Board v. Hermann. The
negative ruling in May 1957 was the end of the line
for Great Lakes Airlines, Skycoach and the other
parties to the litigation.

The Maine Flyer. It was a singular major effort
among many like it. It was American as apple pie
Old Orchard was one of many sites where Douglas
Aircraft produced airplanes for the war effort during'
the spring of 1945. The Maine Flyer was a Douglas
C-54-G model equipped in standard military
transport configuration. Canvas troop seats lined the
inside fuselage walls. This particular C-54 was
assigned to various USAAF units in Europe till after
the War's end. Stationed after the war at an East
Coast Army Air Forces base it was back in Europe
for the Berlin Air Lift. Following Berlin, it was
reassigned to a west coast Air Force base and
operated to and from various US Air Force bases
around the US and Europe into the late 1950's. In
1960 it was transferred to Oklahoma's National
Guard where it was decommissioned in 1972. It had
accumulated only 8100 flight hours. Sold surplus in
1973, Bigert Aviation acquired the Maine Flyer for
parts. In 1990, Bigert sold what was left of the
Maine Flyer to an Alaskan air tanker company. In
2001 the Maine Flyer was scrapped and mostly
broken up and parted out. There is still a portion of
the cockpit section remaining. The current owner
learned we had tracked it there and offered what
little remained gratis for the taking. A friend in
Alaska visited the site and advised there was not
really anything left recognizable as a C-54 worth
salvaging. So the Maine Flyer today lives on only
as a fading memory.
What is remarkable about this story and what
needs to be preserved today is the efforts and
persistence of not only the Maine High School
collective student body but the many thousands of

Ralph and Buddy Cox with their Stinson SRlO
Reliant which is presently undergoing restoration at
the Santa Paula Airport. The Stinson Reliant SRlO,
introduced in 1938, was considered the ultimate
flying machine, featuring leather upholstery, walnut
instrument panels, and automobile-style roll-down
windows. Powered by a radial engine, the Reliant
carried a pilot plus three or four passengers at
speeds close to 165 miles per hour and could fly
about 815 miles on a tank of fuel. This particular
aircraft was operated in the late 1930's and early
1940's by All American Airways, which later
became Allegheny Airlines and later USAir. Pilots
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appreciated
the
Reliant's durability,
safety, and stability
in
flight,
while
passengers enjoyed a
comfortable ride in
an opulent cabin.
Hey guys, this is supposed to be what it looks like
when you get all finished.
Baby is sent through X-ray machine at LAX ... A
woman going through security at Los Angeles
International Airport put her month-old grandson
into a plastic bin intended for carry-on items and
slid it into an X-ray machine. A screener watching
the machine's monitor immediately noticed the
outline of a baby and pulled the bin backward on
the conveyor belt.
The infant was taken to
Centinela Hospital, where doctors determined that
he had not received a dangerous dose of radiation.
Officials, who declined to release the 56-year-old
woman's name, said she spoke Spanish and
apparently did not understand English.
Th~
grandmother and the child were subsequently
allowed to board an Alaska Airlines flight to
Mexico City.
In the several seconds the baby spent in the
machine, the doctor added, he was exposed to as
much radiation as he would naturally get from
cosmic rays - or high energy from outer space in a day . Security experts said the incident
underscored a more widespread concern about the
screening process at LAX and other airports.
"This was an innocent mistake by an obviously
inexperienced traveler," said Paul Haney, deputy
executive director of airports and security for the
city's airport agency. "This is only the second time
in nearly 20 years that anyone can recall a traveler
mistakenly putting an infant through an airport Xray machine. Since then LAX has served more than
1 billion travelers without an incident of this type,"
he said.
"There's an obligation on the traveler to use some
common sense," said Larry Fetters, the TSA's
federal security director at LAX. Nico Melendez, a
. spokesman for the TSA which manages LAX
screeners, said "We're trying to figure out what
changes we can make, short of putting up signs
saying, 'Don't put your baby through the X-ray
machine, we're trying to determine how we can
make this not happen again."
The Eagle and the Bear ... This photo provided by
the U.S. Air Force shows an F-15C Eagle from the

12th Fighter Squadron at Elmendorf Air Force Base
in Anchorage, Alaska, flying next to a Russian Tu-

95 'Bear' bomber, right, during a recent Russian
exercise which brought the bomber near the west
coast of Alaska. Colorado North American
Aerospace Defense Command launched three pairs
of fighters from the command's Alaskan NORAD
Region and the Canadian NORAD Region in
response to Russian aircraft that penetrated North
America's ADIZ, according to NORAD officials.
(AP Photo/U.S. Air Force)
Cope Notes ... Muslims, DC-7 and Pork
Sandwiches ...One
of the first tasks
facing me when I
took
over
the
president's chair of
TransAir Ltd based
in Winnipeg, was to
rationalize the fleet.
Talk about a dog's
breakfast. I began
with the largest (DC7) and worked my
way down the fleet
list through DC-3 's, DC-4's, Single Beavers, Single
Cessna's and a bunch of Bell 206 helicopters. The
only aircraft that wasn't gainfully employed was the
DC-7. Why Transair, a small regional carrier, with
a very small route structure (mostly to the high
artic) needed a DC-7 was beyond me but there it
was big as life setting in a snow drift waiting,
waiting and waiting .
The second mammoth task on my president's todo list was to find some funds to keep the airline
afloat till better times peaked over the horizon. The
airline was really broke not just badly bent. I didn't
take long for me to figure out the DC-7 had to go
for two reasons; (1) it wasn't paying its way and (2)
there was about four million dollars of equity in the
beast that could be put to immediate and better use.
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There was a hitch in the get-a-long with capturing
that sizeable equity. The leasing company which
owned the seven was desperate to foreclose so they
could reap the equity for their own purposes. I
entered into discussions with Bangladesh Biman
Airline for a possible sale. Preliminary negotiations
dragged on and on. As each day wore on the sheriff,
on behalf the leasing company was becoming more
aggressive. There was an urgent need to keep the
DC-7 out of the hands of the sheriff while I pushed
all the buttons to get the aircraft sold. I instructed
the DC-7 crew to "hide" the aircraft in the Canadian
bush. It moved frequently from one remote airport
to another always one jump ahead of the posse. It is
difficult to hide a DC-7 in plain sight but we did it.

One cold winter day the Bangladeshis arrived in
Winnipeg for final negotiations.
The team
consisted of 18 people from engineers to pilots to
executive and finally government watchdogs
watching over the whole process. Unfortunately
Manitoba winters can be fierce with temps -50
below and snowdrifts up to your eye balls and
higher. Of course coming from a tropical clime the
poor Bangladeshis where not prepared for the cold
weather. We rounded up enough TransAir arctic
parkas to keep them warm during the negotiations.
We finally struck a deal that would pay off the
leasing company and preserve the equity. We had a
closing dinner at one of Winnipeg's finest eateries
having first warned the chef of the Muslim
prohibitions on eating pork and liquor. In spite of
·those restrictions things went well, we signed the
deal, had the money transferred and planned the
departure of the aircraft form our terminal building
the next morning.
I of course arrived at the departure time to wish
the Bangladeshis God speed. Boy did I get the
shock of my life. The departure was set for 0800
which is the time our early morning bank of flights
depart. The terminal was a bit more crowded than

normal with passengers booked on our "snowbird"
flights to the sunny south. I walked into the terminal
and was faced with the sight of eighteen Muslims
kneeling on their prayer rugs in the middle of the
terminal wearing clearly marked TransAir parkas all
too obvious to the stares of a hundred or so of our
passengers. Lord only knows what my passengers
where thinking about what appeared to be TransAir
employees praying in the middle of the terminal
building before departure. It didn't take me long to
find Bob our PR type and have him make an
announcement over the terminal PA system about
our departing guests from Bangladesh and their
religious pre-departure ritual.
I was a bit steamed about the incident but Bob my
ever quick on his feet PR guy said to me in a hushed
voice "don't worry Hal I got even with them. I only
put pork sandwiches and beer on the aircraft for
their nonstop trip to London." I don't know what
the Bangladeshis ate enroute but I was one happy
camper to pay off the leasing company and a bunch
of other old debts like Shell Oil, Air Canada, food
vendors and parts suppliers. The old seven finally
paid her way.
Learn to fly here is the title of this Picture of the
Week from the AvWeb News website. The picture
was taken by Ron Lee of Peyton Colorado.
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Apparently the plane lost power while flying nighttime touch and go's and crashed into a tree near
Ron's FBO.
The pilot walked away but the
amazing picture speaks for itself.
Obituary .. .E. J . "Bud" A verman (86) passed away
March 24, 2006. He was CEO of Imperial Airlines
and later flew as a Captain with Eastern Airlines.
Obituary ... We are advised of the passing of
Harrison Bemis in May 2006 at age 86. He worked
for Flying Tiger Lines, 20 1h Century Aircraft and
Douglas Aircraft. He worked on Boeing 747's as
well as the Saturn IV Booster Rockets for the Ralph
M. Parson's Company. With a partner, he started

Air Repair, a general aviation maintenance and
repair business at the Santa Paula Airport. Air
Repair was the West Coast Authorized Repair
Facility for the Bellanca Viking and Champion
Citabria aircraft lines. Over the years the business
repaired and restored many types of aircraft
including JN4 "Jenny's", Stearman, Luscombe,
Taylorcraft and many WWII aircraft. Harrison was
a supporter of this organization and enjoyed reading
the newsletters.
Obituary .. .John Pinney left on his last flight on
December 23, 2006, just weeks away from his
ninetieth birthday. His lifelong career as a pilot
began at age twelve in 1929 under the tutelage of
his pilot father, and ended at age sixty, the
mandated retirement age. He served proudly and
honorably during WWII flying bomber and
reconnaissance aircraft for both Great Britain (RAF)
and the United States (AAF).

a retired United Airlines Captain, maintained
memberships in numerous organizations, retired UA
Pilots, OX5 Club, Aviation Pioneers Association,
Rotary of North Hollywood, AOPA. He was a 60
year resident of Toluca Lake, California where he
and his wife Edna resided and hosted many friends
and acquaintances such as the Reagan's, Bob Hope,
Jimmy Stewart, the Rutan' s,
Bill Harrah, Bob Hoover,
Sandy Sanders, Amelia Erhart
and many others. Cameron
and his long time partner
Larry Stahl owned and
operated Aerospace Products
a well known aircraft parts
supplier. Cameron was the
Captain of the DC 4 that went down in the Gulf of
Mexico in the 1970' s. A book and a network series
are in production about his near fatal adventure. He
was a staunch supporter of this organization and a
regular at our annual reunions.
Obituary •.• Gaspar Nisito passed away November
18, 2006. He was 86 years of age. He served in the
U.S Army and was a veteran of WW II. He worked
as a Pilot/Engineer for Slick Airways and Airlift
International. He was a member of the Aviation
Pioneers Association, Elks Lodge of San Fernando
and the Seeing Eye Dog Foundation. He is survived
by his wife Carmela, two children and four grand
children.
More from the Editor .. . Marge Sorthun has
arranged with the Airport Authority for the Aviation
Pioneers Association to have a display case at the
Burbank Airport. The display, featuring the nonsked airlines that operated out of Burbank Airport,
is now on view with several scale model airplanes
and a number of pictures from the collection of
Marge, Hal Cope and others. Marge, who has
become Curator of the Collection, is looking for lots
more material. She is looking for flight schedules,
brochures, wings, pictures and any other material
that can be related to the non-sked period. If you
want to donate memorabilia, or even just make a
temporary loan, please contact Marge via e-mail at
mmsorthun@jps.net.
This is a long overdue opportunity to share our
memories of the non-sked era with each other as
well as people who after the passage of all this time
either never knew or forgot we existed. If you are
ever in the area of the Burbank Airport be sure to
drop in and see the display, it is truly inspiring and a
tribute to our industry.

He flew for Batchelor, Mantz, Mercer, Great Lakes,
Cal Eastern and others. He is pictured above on the
left with Fred Pierce next to a Sikorsky VS -44 four
engine Flying Boat he flew for Catalina Air
Transport. He also flew the Pregnant Guppie and
Super Guppie for Aero Spacelines. The extent of
his travels throughout his career was extraordinary.
Besides ferrying passengers and cargo all over the
world, he made humanitarian contributions with
aerial food drops in Africa during the Congolese
wars, planned and executed aerial measures to
control moth deforestation in Canada, and flew
· machinery and other aid supplies to Indonesian
countries. According to his daughter Jonelle
Malloy, he will be remembered for his highly
adventurous and enormously colorful life, and the
fact that he never met a motorcycle or a woman he
didn't like.
Obituary .. .Lee Cameron died peacefully on
Saturday, January 27th. 2007. He was 95. He was
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